The Lodge by Smith, Sophia
THE LODGE
DRAWING THE OUTSIDE IN
IN AN ATTEMPT TO INTEGRATE THE 
OUTSIDE WORLD INTO AN ENCLOSED 
STRUCTURE, I UTILIZED THE NATURAL 
TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SITE AS WELL 
AS THE BUILDING FORM TO ELICIT THE 
EMOTIONAL RESPONSE ONE MAY 
FEEL WHEN THEY INHABIT THE GREAT 
OUTDOORS. THE LODGE GUESTS MAY 
NAVIGATE THROUGH THE BUILDING 
BY TRAVELING ALONG A PATH THAT 
WEAVES THROUGHOUT THE NATURAL 
LANDSCAPE.  THE GUESTS WILL FIND 
THEMSELVES AT EASE WHEN PASSING 
THROUGH OR ENJOYING THE 
SPECIFIC MOMENTS OF BEAUTY THIS 
BUILDING ENCAPSULATES.
SOPHIA SMITH |  ARCH 352/353  | PROF. KENT MACDONALD
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1  MAIN ENTRY
2  SECONDARY ENTRY
3  DROP-OFF
4  HOTEL PARKING
5  RESTAURANT PARKING
6  PARK
7  LOOKOUT
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1  MECHANICAL
2  PRIVATE LOUNGE
1  RESTAURANT
2  KITCHEN
3  RESTROOMS
4  GYM
5  CAFE/BAR
6  ADMIN.
7  LOUNGE
8  LOBBY
9  LOOKOUT 
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RADIANT HEATING 
PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS 
POTABLE WATER 
GREEN ROOF 
THERMAL MASS - STRUCTURE 
NATURAL VENTILATION 
UTILIZATION OF RADIANT HEAT TO 
REDUCE SPACE REQUIRED FOR 
HEATING SYSTEMS.
OFF-GRID PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS 
REDUCES OVERALL ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION. 
WATER COLLECTED FROM LOWER 
OCCUPIABLE ROOF, STORED AND 
TREATED BELOW.
A NATURAL FORM OF INSULATION, 
VAPOR BARRIER, AND OVERALL 
CONNECTION TO NATURE. 
UTILIZATION OF CONCRETE 
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM ALLOWS FOR 
SOLAR HEAT GAIN. 
BUILDING ORIENTATION AND 
STAIRWAY TRANSITIONS ALLOW FOR 
NATURAL VENTILATION. 
BUILDING SECTION
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THE PROGRAM OF THE LODGE IS SEPARATED BY TWO BARS; THE 
LOWER BAR BUILDING IS PRIVATE WHILE THE UPPER BAR IS PUBLIC. THE 
TWO BARS CONNECT WITH STAIRWAY PORTALS.
WHILE MAJORITY OF THE GLAZING FACES WEST, I MUST UTILIZE ADE-
QUATE SOLAR SUN SHADING DUE TO THE HIGH ALTITUDE OF THE 
SUMMER SUN (50 DEGREES AT 3PM).
DUE TO THE VERY LOW WINTER SUN ANGLE (15 DEGREES AT 3PM) AND 
THE WEST FACING GLAZING, I MUST TAKE ADVANTAGE OF STRUCTUR-
AL MATERIALS FOR SOLAR HEAT GAIN.
A COMBINATION OF MIXED AIR (ACTIVE SEASON), NATURAL 
VENTILATION (PASSIVE SEASON) WILL REDUCE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF 
ENERGY REQUIRED TO MEET COMFORT STANDARDS. 
PROGRAMSUMMER
WINTER HVAC
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